
Optimise your time by efficient use of power
Make the most of your time thanks to this hob's Automax function. It heats your 
hob up extra-quickly, so you can get cooking straight away.

Closely monitor each stage of the cooking process
To enable you to closely monitor the progress of each dish, the hobs CountUp 
Timer starts at zero and keeps counting until you stop or reset it.

Even more cooking options and a professional 
layout
The cooking zones on this extra-wide hob – such as the 
large central paella zone – are laid out professionally, 
giving you more flexibility while cooking.

Extra efficiency use of residual heat
For each heat zone on the hob, the OptiHeat Control tracks the level of 
residual heat, so you can make the most of your remaining heat and optimize 
your energy usage.

Intelligent use of power for reduced energy consumption
The Öko Timer enables you to use energy more efficiently by using the hob's 
residual heat during the last few minutes of the cooking process.

• Slide Touch Control<br>
• Intelligent AutoMax Function<br>
• Stop+Go Function<br>
• Increase Cooking Options

Sensitive controls for precision cooking
The Direct Touch controls on this hob help you get delicious results every time 
you cook. Slide controls let you turn the heat up, down or off with such 
accuracy that you get the response you want at just the right moment. So 
whatever mouth-watering meal you’re cooking, induction helps you make it just 
the way you want to. 
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Frame type Bevelled 4 Sides
Dimensions WxD in mm 910x520
Built-in dimensions HxWxD in mm 50x880x490
Total electricity loading (W) 7900
Hob safety Automatic Switch Off
Residual heating indicators 7 Segments
LED colour Red
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